Introduction
and/or multi-step reactions, especially those with uns- A versatile automated apparatus has been developed which is equipped with an artificial intelligence. It may be used to prepare and isolate a wide variety of compounds.. This paper deals with the design and construction of the fully automated system, and shows an application of it to the synthesis of a substituted N-(carboxyalkyl)amino acid. The novel kinetic equations and substituent effects which make up the artificial intelligence, have previously been reported [5] and the synthesis of over two hundred novel compounds will later be presented elsewhere [6] .
Design and construction of the hardware
The automated apparatus may be divided into two parts: the computer and synthesis systems. The general appearance and a block diagram of the apparatus are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
The computer system consists of two personal computers (NEC PC-9801 and Fujitsu FM-77AV), two printers, two colour CRT monitors and interfaces. The synthesis system consists, of a series of units, which have the following functions: supplying reactants; performing reactions; purifying products; freeze-drying; heating/cooling; washing; and handling exhaust/waste.
In pharmaceutical research it is often necessary to synthesize many derivatives of one particular, active compound to seek out the relationship between the chemical structure and the biological activity. Although laboratory automation has significantly reduced the manual involvement in pharmaceutical research, with instruments for automated batch-type reactions becoming available [2] [3] [4] , it has generally been aimed at automation of bench-scale reactions to determine the best synthetic route or optimum reaction conditions prior to pilot-scale work. The instruments are rarely equipped with automated systems for purification and isolation of the products and, furthermore, the reaction optimization often utilizes analytical techniques which require relativelly long time-scale measurement, e.g. high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). This severely limits the applicability of the instrument for syntheses with rapid controlled by adding sodium cayanoborahydride using the artifical intelligence software, which contains novel kinetic equations and substituent effects [5] . The diastereoisomers, III-a and III-b, were further purified and analyzed.
Analysis calculated for C]6H30NO4Na 0"5H20: C, 57"81; H, 9"40; N, 4"21. 
